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Increasingly challenging
environments

Ray Ivie, Group President of
Integration and Operation
Solutions Group for LGS
Innovations

LGS Innovations delivers mission-critical
communications products, R&D, and
suppor ting services to US defense,
intelligence, and civilian agencies, state
and local governments, critical
infrastructure operators, telecommunications and service providers, and other
commercial customers around the world.
The company creates advanced solutions
in wireless communications, signals
processing and analysis, optical
networking, photonics, routing and
switching, and spectrum management.
These solutions drive mission success in
Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR), cyberspace
operations, and network assurance. By
incorporating best-in-class commercial
and custom technologies with a full suite
of offerings in research and development,
engineering, integration, and product
applications, the company’s solutions
improve efficiency, reduce costs, and
provide an information advantage to
customers.

LGS Innovations was established in 2006 to act as Alcatel-Lucent’s sole
sales and contracting channel for all classified and unclassified business
with the US Federal Government. The company was acquired by Madison
Dearborn Partners and CoVant in 2014, after which it continued to act as
the exclusive reseller of Alcatel-Lucent products to the US Government.
The company delivers a range of next generation solutions that solve the
most complex networking and communications challenges facing
governments, critical infrastructure operators, and large commercial
enterprises. Amy Saunders spoke with Ray Ivie, Group President of
Integration and Operation Solutions Group for LGS Innovations, to find
out more about the company’s presence in the military and defence sectors,
and how defence forces can remain effective in an increasingly challenging
environment.
GMC: Can you provide an overview of the development of LGS Innovations,
from its founding to where it stands today?
Ray Ivie: Innovation is in our DNA. We trace our origins back to Bell Labs and
AT&T, where much of the technology that has become a part of our everyday
landscape originated. These firsts include the telephone, binary digital computer,
satellite communications, cell phone, solar cell, the laser, UNIX, fiber-optic cable,
and the first 100Gbps IP transmission.
In 1996, AT&T spun off its communications equipment division – as well as
associated Bell Labs research assets – into Lucent Technologies. Lucent and
Alcatel merged in 2006 to become Alcatel-Lucent, creating a difficult situation
for the federally-focused group of the company. As a primary US Government
contractor for classified work, foreign ownership caused some issues, leading
first to the creation of a subsidiary (LGS Innovations) with a Special Security
Agreement, and then to an independent corporation. Madison Dearborn Partners
and CoVant acquired LGS in March 2014, reopening many doors to our traditional
customers in the Intelligence Community. In October 2015, LGS acquired Axios
Engineering, which provides communications and signal processing solutions
and mission support services for the defense and intelligence communities. Since
2014, LGS has grown revenues four-fold.
GMC: What services and solutions does LGS Innovations provide to the
military and defence sectors?
Ray Ivie: LGS Innovations delivers mission-critical communications products,
research and development, and supporting services to create advanced solutions
in wireless communications, signals processing and analysis, optical networking,
photonics, routing and switching, and spectrum management. These solutions
drive mission success and create an information advantage in Command, Control,
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Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR), cyberspace operations, and network
assurance for the US defense and intelligence communities.
Axios added direct mission operations support to our
portfolio. Our staff trains and sits shoulder to shoulder with
uniformed intelligence analysts to provide application, tool, data
distribution, and process assistance to service members actively
engaged in collection and operations. This puts us very close to
the mission in technology and direct operational support.
GMC: Where does LGS Innovations see itself in the market,
and how does it plan to expand going forward?
Ray Ivie: With our diversified offerings, LGS is able to provide
solutions that leverage capabilities across the integrated C4ISRCyber mission space. Our primary focus is in the areas of
computers, communications, intelligence, cyber, surveillance,
and reconnaissance. We create new technologies and design,
develop and field operate these systems in a very short time
period compared to traditional acquisition timelines. This is
something I haven’t seen at other companies I’ve worked for.
Our goal is to give our warfighters and decision makers an ‘unfair
advantage’ over threats and adversaries, and we do so daily.
Moving forward, we are shifting from a supplier of unique
and key technologies and materials for a large prime’s systems,
to integrating these into our own systems or being an integrator
of our technologies and others as a prime.
GMC: How can innovation and R&D be maximised for the
advantage of the warfighter today?
Ray Ivie: As I stated earlier, our primary responsibility is to create
an unfair advantage for our fighting men and women on the
battlefield. That’s what putting mission first is really about. As a
mid-sized company focused on R&D, LGS seeks to develop
innovations that disproportionately impact outcomes.
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The ability to innovate has long been a key factor in America’s
success on the battlefield, and this remains true today. US forces
rarely outnumber our foes on the battle front, and we don’t win
merely because we have more and better resources; we win
because we have better intelligence, superior strategies, and
unexpected differentiators. That is our focus. Some of our
investment in R&D is directed by our work with US agencies
(such as DARPA), but innovation does not only come from formal
requirements and government solicitations, it comes from the
ingenuity of a free market in which contractors make IRAD and
corporate investments to address the challenges they perceive
in their own areas of expertise. With over three percent in IRAD
investment and another three percent in additional corporate
investment, LGS places a high priority on R&D. These
investments are driven by the insights of the scientists in our
labs, the engineers who maintain ongoing dialogs with our
government customers in the acquisition offices and analytical
cells, and the engineers and operators forward deployed in
support of the mission. These investments, along with those of
hundreds of other defense contractors, complement
government-directed investment and ensure broad arrays of
innovative ideas are brought forward for consideration. We
support the government’s proposed rule changes to DFARS for
IRAD to encourage technical interchange with the government.
It is important that the limited R&D budgets be used correctly,
however it is important that those rule changes be implemented
in a manner that does not discourage these corporate
investments and innovation.
It is also important to consider R&D as part of a continuum
that spans both the defense and commercial sectors. There are
economies of scale in play in the commercial sector that the
defense sector can never hope to match. These economies have
created lightweight, portable communications and processing
platforms (cell phones), highly optimized computer platforms
(graphical processing units), extraordinarily rich software
frameworks (open source software), cyber-enabled devices (the
Internet of Things), and vast, distributed computing resources
(the cloud). However, I would caution that the recent apparent
belief that ‘Silicon Valley’ and commercial industry is more
innovative than the traditional defense industry doesn’t take into
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consideration the mission knowledge and constraints placed
on the defense industry. We are seeing a troubling trend of
reducing the profit percentage allowed on even leading-edge
R&D.
This trend is discouraging and could lead to companies
reducing R&D in favour of placing their best and most innovative
staff on profitable programs vs potentially risky R&D. Companies
need to be encouraged to take risks and push the limits of
science to maintain our technology edge; because we can be
assured that our adversaries are attempting to do so as well.
GMC: Spectrum management is a key priority for many
government arms. How can military and defence groups
maintain their communications capabilities in an
increasingly congested environment?
Ray Ivie: Conventional spectrum management is generally a
static process. Users are assigned exclusive rights to bands of
frequencies to be used in specific geographical regions. The
way forward is through the sharing of spectrum, except in very
unique and demanding mission requirements.
The demand for spectrum far out paces the available slices
allocated. More and more commercial devices, appliances and
communications are moving to wireless interfaces causing
severe overcrowding and interference and intense competition
with military weapon and communications. Additionally,
compliance with US spectrum allocations is only a small part of
the military’s problems. Military radars, communications,
sensors, and weapon systems must maneuver within and
around spectrum that is allocated differently around the world.
For example, a Navy ship training off the US coast must comply
with US allocations, but when deployed it must also be able to
adapt to different allocations, laws, and policies (or lack thereof)
while operating in other parts of the world. A ship may operate
in dozens of international spectrum-regulated areas on a single
deployment and may be limited in operating modes for its
sensors and systems or not be able to use them at all.
On the opposite side of the problem, with narrowly allocated
bands, an adversary is able to develop and use technologies to
detect, jam, spoof, or target military systems and units based
on known spectrum allocations or limitations. I believe that using
dynamic environmental surveying and frequency-agile systems
will allow much broader use of the spectrum without specific
allocation. This has the benefit to the military of hiding in plain
sight without being uniquely detected and identified, especially
for sensor systems.
GMC: Software defined radios are becoming ever-more
advanced as the battlefield becomes increasingly
digitalised. How big an impact are they having on soldiers
in the field, and what improvements do you expect to see
next?
Ray Ivie: Software defined radios (SDRs) have transitioned from
being the domain of hobbyists to being a key component of
most modern communications systems. SDR frameworks
provide a means of suppor ting hundreds of different
communications, surveillance, and spectrum awareness
applications from a single hardware platform. This enables
tremendous mission flexibility, rapid prototyping, development,
and deployment of new capabilities; software upgrades that allow
existing platforms to implement entirely new missions; and
remote maintenance and evolution of systems. Software defined
radios are part of a larger movement that includes software
defined networking, software defined video teleconferencing,
and other emerging trends. It also meshes with the evolution of
cyber as the internet extends into the RF domain and includes
many new devices, an area which encompasses vehicle
telematics and the Internet of Things.
This evolution impacts soldiers on the battlefield in a variety
of ways. First, from the commercial and defense perspectives,
our soldiers have greater access to technology than ever
before. This provides opportunity and challenges. We can put
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more capability into the hands of our soldiers at lower cost, but
we need to be able to emulate the commercial market in terms
of deployment and intuitiveness of capabilities if we are to realize
these opportunities. We need deployment models that are less
centralized and regulated to get capabilities pushed outwards
rapidly. At the same time, we need to be wary of the risks - both
RF and Cyber - that these technologies bring, as well as the
unique logistics and sustainment issues the military has. I expect
to see trends towards defense capabilities being made available
on commercial (or similar) devices that may be accessed and
downloaded in a manner similar to that which we use for our
cell phones today.
Like computers currently used on the battlefield, these
devices will be hardened and modified, and the downloads will
be carefully constructed and distributed, but the ability to get
the right capability in the hands of the right person in a timely
manner will enable greater mission flexibility. We’re already
seeing this trend today, and I expect that it will continue in the
future.
GMC: As one of the top priorities for governments
worldwide, how can security be ensured when network
components are developed and sourced from many
different countries around the world?
Ray Ivie: It is almost unavoidable to integrate a solution or build
a system without using hardware or software that has been
developed overseas or using open source software. The issue
has been a growing concern for many years and been addressed
by supply chain inspection and management and through virus
and malware scanning. Unfortunately, we are finding out that
these methods are not enough. Even platforms that are carefully
developed with cyber security as a high priority are susceptible
as soon as they connect with or are integrated with other systems
and network pathways.
To address major elements of the problem, LGS developed
a capability over a decade ago for highly threatened government
customers. Recently, we began offering this as our
CodeGuardianTM solution to other government and commercial
partners. CodeGuardian is a process and set of automated tools
that inspects code for vulnerabilities at the source code level,
mitigating the risk of malware, back doors, and exposure of
proprietary information. LGS then works with the customer to
correct or close the vulnerabilities identified. Once the code is
deemed clean, software diversification is applied to randomize
the executable program so that various instances of the same
software, while functionally identical, are arranged differently.
Customers are provided keys to operate the code and can have
as many instances as they desire for their customers, systems,
locations, etc.
Lastly, LGS acts as a trusted agent for delivery of the code
to the customer. CodeGuardian is ideal for foreign owned
companies selling into the US market or customers requiring
exceptional protection from intrusion, such as weapon systems,
communications networks, banking, insurance, medical,
transportation, infrastructure, and other essential hardware/
software solutions.
GMC: What’s on the horizon for LGS Innovations for the
rest of 2017 and beyond?
Ray Ivie: C4ISR and Cyber security will remain our focus. We
are moving from a key enabler of innovative technologies
integrated by others, to an integrator of our unique and leadingedge technologies with existing and developing commercial and
government systems and technologies to provide full solutions.
We plan to continue expanding in the science areas we are well
known for (telecommunications, SIGINT, photonics, cyber
security and spectrum operations) as we create new value for
our existing customers and expand to new customers with similar
challenges and issues; always striving to give our warfighters
and decision makers the ‘unfair advantage’ to prevent or win
GMC
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